How much does it cost?
This depends on what exactly you want done. Email me via my CONNECT
page or the “Request a Quote” link and we’ll discuss the scope of your
project and budget. In order for me to get started, I do require half the
deposit up front via PayPal or Venmo. The remainder is due before I send
you the final files. Keep in mind I offer bulk rates!
How long will it take?
It depends on how booked I am when you contact me, but I can usually
deliver a drum track within a day or two of receiving your guide track and
initial deposit.
What should my guide track be like?
It can be as produced as you’d like. I just need a clear sense of the overall
vibe and structure. All I require is the BPM and that everything’s lined up to
a click.
How should I communicate how I want the drums to sound?
If you have programmed drums on your music, send a version of your
guide track with them included. It's also helpful to have a list of songs that
have drum sounds and/or grooves similar to what you want.
How will I be able to 'produce' the tracks?
I encourage as much production input as possible! Once I have a clear
indication of what you want the drums to sound like, along with some
programmed drums or examples of grooves and feels from other songs, I
just go for it. Then I send you an mp3 of my drums along with the guide
track, and you tell me if it's right or completely wrong or what you want
changed. Then I do another take and send that mp3, and the process
continues until the take is perfect.
What file format do you use?
WAV files at 24bit, 48k, but I'm happy to do whatever you'd prefer.
How will you deliver the tracks?
I normally upload them to Dropbox and send you the download link.
What will the tracks sound like?
This depends on what you're going for. Some things to consider: Kick
drum: big and boomy or tight and controlled? Snare drum: dead and
punchy or ringy and piercing? Toms: wide open and resonant or more
muffled? Cymbals: bright, modern sound or warm and washy?

